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1 Information

i

This manual:
Read this manual very carefully before mounting, installing and operating the
device and if necessary further manuals related to this product.
- Please pay special attention to instructions that are marked as follows:

i
i

DANGER –
Serious injury!

Indicates a high risk of serious injury or
death!

DANGER –
Serious injury from
electric shock!

Indicates a high risk of serious injury or
death from electric shock!

WARNING –
Serious injury
possible!

Indicates a possible risk of serious injury
or death!

WARNING –
Serious injury from
electric shock!

Indicates a possible risk of serious injury
or death from electric shock!

CAUTION –
Possible injury!

Indicates a possible risk of personal
injury.

CAUTION –
Possible damage!

Indicates a possible risk of damage to
equipment.

CAUTION –
Possible damage
due to ESD!

Refers to a possible risk of equipment
damage from electrostatic discharge.

”Any heading“

Refers to an important paragraph in the
manual.
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Qualified personnel
WARNING – Serious injury possible!
Serious personal injury or serious damage to the machine and drives could
be caused by insufficiently trained personnel!
Without proper training and qualifications, damage to devices and injury
might result!
- Design, installation and operation of systems may only be performed
by qualified and trained personnel.
- These persons should be able to recognize and handle risks
emerging from electrical, mechanical or electronic system parts.
- The qualified personnel must know the content of this manual and be
able to understand all documents belonging to the product. Safety
instructions are to be provided.
- The trained personnel must know all valid standards, regulations and
rules for the prevention of accidents, which are necessary for
working with the product.

Safety Instructions

i
i

Intended use:
The MSD2+ is designed for operating in a drive system.
- An installation is allowed only if the requirements of the EC Machinery
and EMC Directives are conformed with.
Part of a machine:
This product is used as a part of a complete system, therefore risk
evaluations concerning the specific application must be made before using
the product.
- Safety measures have to be taken according to the results and be
verified.
- Personnel safety must be ensured by the concept of this overall system
(e.g. machine concept).

i

Deactivation and Reset Inputs:
Clearing the inputs Deactivation and Reset is no safe separation in the
emergency case.
- The voltage supply has to be interrupted for switching off the drive
safely.
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WARNING – Serious injury from electric shock!
If the power stage is not operated with SELV/PELV voltages, the risk of
dangerous voltages may be on the device. Touching these components
carrying high voltages can cause serious injury or death from electric shock:
- Always observe the safety concept SELV / PELV to ensure safe
insulation and separation of low voltage supplies from the mains.
- The MSD2+ must be operated with protective measure in chap. 5
WARNING – Serious injury from electric shock!
During electrical installation cables, connectors, etc. can be live.
- Before starting wiring, make sure that none of the power supplies is
connected to the primary side of the mains supply. Isolate the power
supplies from the mains or remove the appropriate fuses.
- All power stages must be inserted and screwed into the controller or
SLS housing before powering up. If necessary, unoccupied slots must
be covered with front plates. Never operate the equipment when open.
- Do not plug or unplug the power stage while powered.
- Do not plug or unplug the connectors while powered.
- If the equipment was energised, wait 3 minutes after power off to allow
the capacitors to discharge and ensure that there are no residual
charges on cables, connectors and boards.
ATTENTION
Risk of damage by false motor current setting!
The MSD2+ power stage is set to a defined current on delivery!
The motor current must be set to the designated value before installation (see
data of the motor).
DANGER - Danger of electric arcing!
During electrical installation the cable, connector or similar may be energised.
- Always switch off the supply voltage before connecting or disconnecting any
wires or connectors at the power stage. Do not unplug the connector while
powered
DANGER - Danger of touch voltages!
During electrical installation the cable, connector or similar may be energised.
- The transformer must be constructed with reinforced or double insulation to
avoid dangerous touch voltages (50 VAC and 120 VDC) in case of isolation
error in the transformer.
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WARNING - Danger of injury if touching the surface!
The surface of the MSD2+ reaches temperatures more than 105 °C during
operation.
- Use protective gloves or avoid touching them.
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3 The MSD2+ Power Stage
The power stages type MSD2+ are used for bipolar control of two-phase stepper motors
with Phytron´s well-tried technology, now with enhanced 4 quadrant chopper type current
control.
MSD2+ includes a supply unit and therefore can directly be connected to the mains voltage
(115 or 230 VAC).
In addition, the MSD2+ enables the control of an attached (permanent magnet) motor
brake.
The MSD2+ is available in two operating modes:
Option "KS" (rotary switch mode): the operating parameters - e.g. run current, step
resolution, motor direction of rotation - are set via the rotary switches.
Options "SB" (ServiceBus mode): The + of the power stage MSD2+ stands for "operation
with ServiceBus". The ServiceBus enables the configuration, programming and
diagnostics of the power stage with the free downloadable software ServiceBus-CommTM
for Windows® via the PC.

 Motor current
1.1 up to 15.4 Apeak
 Mains voltage from 115 up to 230 VAC
 120 VDC supply voltage
 Step resolution from full step to
1/20 step
 Option “SB”: Configuration of the
power stage via ServiceBus
 Option „KS“: Setting of operating
parameters via rotary switches
 Short-circuit proof over and between
the phases and towards ground
 Rack- or wall mounting
 Brake control

Fig. 1: Front view of the MSD2+ with the front panel
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Operating
mode
Mounting
mode
Ident
number

ServiceBus mode „SB“

Rotary switch mode „KS“

wall

rack

wall

rack

10022507

10022509

10020762

10020763

Motor currents from 1.1 to 15.4 Apeak
Option „SB“: Run and stop current can be individually set in 100 mA steps via
ServiceBus. The Boost current is activated via ServiceBus, too.
Option „KS“: All operating parameters can be set using the DIP and rotary switches.
The MSD2+ power stage automatically switches back to stop current if no control pulses
arrive.
Supply voltage AC
The 120 VDC motor voltage is generated from the 115 to 230 VAC mains voltage.

Electrical isolation
The inputs and outputs are optically isolated from the MSD2+ power supply.

Inputs
The inputs can be controlled with push-pull or open collector circuitry.

Outputs
Both outputs of the MSD2+, Ready and Error, are open collector outputs.

Easy to mount
Compact and stable design for wall mounting with brackets or 19" sub rack mounting.

9
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ServiceBus
The ServiceBus is connected by the 6-pole connector “ServiceBus” on the front panel and
offers the following possibilities:


configuration by software via 4-wire RS 485 bus



power stage parameter programming:
run and boost current, step resolution, preferential motor direction, etc.



parameter memory to hold data safely in the power stage EPROM



detailed error analysis



temperature monitoring

The power stage can easily and quickly be programmed by ServiceBus-CommTM for
Windowssoftware (see manual ServiceBus-CommTM).

i

 The instruction set for parameterising the power stage is listed
in chapter 10.
 The rotary switch “Addr.” is used to set the device address.

3.1 Accessories
The MSD2+ and ServiceBus-CommTM manual or the ServiceBus-CommTM software can be
downloaded from the Phytron website www.phytron.de.
The mating connectors are included in the scope of delivery (see chapter 8.2).
Optional accessories are available:
- USB-RS485 converter as stick (#10012295)
- ServiceBus cable on request
- Ready-made cable on request

MA 2126–A005 EN
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3.2

Directives and Standards

CE Mark

With the declaration of conformity and the CE Mark on the
product, the manufacturer certifies that the product complies
with the requirements of the relevant EC directives. The unit,
described here, can be used anywhere in the world.

EC Machine Directive

The drive system, described here, isn´t a machine in the sense
of the EC machine directive (2006/42/EC), but a component of
a machine for installation. They have no functional moving
parts, but they can be part of a machine or equipment. The
conformity of the complete system in accordance with the
machine guideline is to be certified by the manufacturer with
the CE marking.

EC EMC Directive

The EC Directives on electromagnetic compatibility
(2014/30/EU) applies to products, which can cause
electromagnetic interference or whose operation can be
impaired by such interference.
The power stage’s compliance with the EMC Directive cannot
be assessed until it has been installed into a machine or
installation. The instructions provided in “Installation” must be
complied with to guarantee that the power stage is EMC
compliant when fitted in the machine or installation and before
use of the device is permitted.

Standards for safe
operation

EN 60204-1: 2007-6: Electrical equipment of machines, degree
of pollution 2 must be observed
EN 60529: 2014-09: IP Degree of protection

Standards for
observing the EMC
limit values

EN 61000-3-2: EMC
EN 61000-6-1,3,4: Emission standard
EN 61000-6-2:2005: EMC Immunity for industrial environments

Standards for
EN 55011 class B: Noise field and voltage measuring
measuring methods of EN 61000-4-2...6,11 Emission standard test
observing EMC limit
values

11
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3.3 Declaration of Conformity
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4 Technical Data
4.1 Mechanical Data
Weight

about 3 kg

Mounting

Wall mounting or plug-in board into the 19“ sub rack

Mounting position

vertical

Fig. 2: Dimensions MSD2+ for wall and rack mounting
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Mounting instructions
The modules must be mounted to allow correct air circulation. Vertical mounting provides
better ventilation.

Rack mounting
The front panel of the MSD2+ 19 sub rack-mounting version is 6 U high and 18 F wide.

Wall mounting
The MSD2+ wall-mounting version is delivered with removable mounting brackets. The
mounting holes must be drilled at a 260 mm distance.
.

Fig. 3: Hole pattern for wall mounting
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4.2 Features
Features
Operating voltage

115 to 230 VAC, 50 to 60 Hz
120 VDC motor voltage is generated internally.
Noise filter is integrated.

Stepper motor

Two-phase 4-, 6- or 8-lead stepper motor
winding resistance < 10 Ohm
Minimum inductance of a motor phase: 0.5 mH

Brake control

Stepper motors with (permanent magnet) motor brake 24 VDC /
1 A max. The supply voltage for the brake must be supplied.
The braking effect is controlled via an input.

Phase currents

Run and stop current can be set independently.

Rotary switch mode Factory settings:
rotary switch run current IRun: ‚F‘
rotary switch stop current IStop: ‚3‘
2.4 to 8.4 Ar.m.s. (without Boost)
3.1 to 10.9 Ar.m.s. (with Boost) (see chapter 8.5)
ServiceBus mode Programmable values: 0.1 to 10.9 Ar.m.s. in 100 mA steps
Imax 15.4 APeak
Step resolution and
current shaping

The step resolution and current curve form are set using the
rotary switch (see chap. Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht
gefunden werden.):
Step resolution 1/1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/5, 1/10, 1/20 of a full step, with
and without torque compensation (DMA), current shaping (CS)
and blow up.
Factory setting:
rotary switch ‚6‘: half step with DMA without CS

Maximum step
frequency

500.000 steps/s

Nominal power of the
motor voltage supply

830 W maximum

Diagnostics

via ServiceBus

15
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Features
Flash memory

10 000 write cycles under normal operating conditions

Hardware error
detection

over current,
short circuit 25.2.A
overtemperature T>85 °C

Interfaces
Inputs

The inputs are opto-decoupled. Control can be via push-pull or
open collector. The input is active when current flows through
the optocouplers.

Control pulses

maximum control pulses frequency: 500 kHz
minimum pulse width: 1 s
The step is executed with the falling flank of the control pulses.

Motor direction

When the input is active, the motor rotates in the reverse
direction of the preferential motor direction selected.

Boost

When the input is active, the run and stop current is increased
by the value set in the ServiceBus.

Deactivation

When the input is active, the motor current is deactivated.

Reset

The power stage is set to a defined initial state and the ring
counter is in basic position.

Brake

When the input is active, the brake supply voltage is delivered

Outputs

Optocoupler, open-collector Darlington type output
Imax = 50 mA, Umax = 24 V, UCE sat at 50 mA < 0.3 V

Error

Supply failure
Overtemperature (T > 85° C)
Overcurrent, short circuit
The power stage is deactivated if an error occurs.

Ready

This output indicates that the MSD2+ is ready to operate. For
that, the power stage must be activated, i.e.: no signal on the
"Deactivation" input.

Analogue outputs

A, B, C, D for two-phase stepper motor

MA 2126–A005 EN
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Ambient Conditions
Ambient
temperatures

Operation: 4 to +40 °C
Storage: –25 to +55 °C
Transport: –25 to +85 °C

Built-in fan

Forced cooling with a fan, which switches on at >50 °C or
switches off again at <40 °C.

Admissible heat sink
temperature

85 °C maximum

Relative humidity

The relative humidity is certified while in operation as follows:

The power stage is deactivated, when the permissible heat sink
temperature is exceeded.

According to EN 60721:1995-09, class 3K3
5% to 85%, no condensation permissible
Degree of pollution

2

Device protection

Degree of protection according to DIN EN 60529:2014-09
IP20 at operation in a 19“ sub rack

Wiring
Max. motor lead length Shielded: max. 50 m
Lead cross section of
the motor cable

Dependent on the motor current and the motor lead length:
0.1 mm2 per 1 A motor current

Connector

Signal I/O

25-pole D-SUB connector female

Motor

5-pole Phoenix connector IC 2,5 HC/ 5-GF5,08

Brake

3-pole Phoenix connector MSTBA 2,5/ 3-G5,08

Mains

3-pole Phoenix connector GMSTB 2,5/ 3-GF7,62

ServiceBus

6-pole connector, type Tyco Electronics 21761605-1/609-0607

17
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Wiring

Min. 75 °C durable copper cables
Communication and Programming

Programming (only for via Phytron‘s programming environment ServiceBus–CommTM
„SB“ option)
Communication

MA 2126–A005 EN

The MSD2+ power stage can communicate with a main
controller of a higher level controller (i.e. phyMOTIONTM)
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5

Protective Measure for Power Stage Operation

The MSD2+ must be operated according to VDE 0100 part 200 with protection by
automatic disconnection. Therefore, the motor, power stage, `0 V` and each equipment
has to be grounded.

When protection by automatic disconnection (EN 61140, VDE 0100,
part 410) is used for power stages with definite voltage
> 50 VAC or +UB > 70 VDC, it is necessary:
Only use motors, which are checked according to EN 60034-1
(500 VAC + twice determined voltage).
The motors must have a protective conductor clamp (EN 60034).

19
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6 Configuration
6.1 Insulation Overview

Fig. 4: Insulation MSD2+

The brake must be operated with protective measure PELV. The transformer should be
constructed with reinforced or double insulation.
The internally installed switching power supply has double insulation.
The device has been designed for degree of pollution 2 acc. to EN 50178.
The IO signals on connector X3 are optically insulated and safely insulated to withstand
voltages up to 800 VDC.

MA 2126–A005 EN
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6.2 Shielding
To avoid interference affecting the wires and instruments installed close to the drive
system, we recommend the use of shielded cables.
The plug-in board, where the MSD2+ is installed, should be connected to the ground by a
central earthing tab.

Fig. 5: Motor cable shielding

i

Phytron recommends the following ferrites to compensate for possible
interferences:
– enclose the motor cable with the 742 7122 Würth-Elektronik snap ferrite,
– in addition, enclose the control lines (control pulses, direction...) with the
742 711 32 Würth-Elektronik snap ferrite close to the connector.

21
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6.3 Cable
Overview:
max. cable
length [m]

min. cross
section
[mm2]

shielded,
grounded
on all
sides

25

0.1/1 A

X

50

0.2/1 A

X

Signal interface

30

0.14

X

ServiceBus cable

2

–

Motor cable

Motor cable
We recommend wiring the stepper motor with a 5-lead cable with shielding mesh. For
optimum electromagnetic compatibility (EMC), the cable should not be interrupted by
additional connectors or screw terminals.
The PE conductor (green/yellow) of the motor cable is connected to the PE contact of the
5-pole motor plug. On the motor side, the PE conductor must be connected to the earthing
screw of the motor.
The motor cable length depends on the cable resistance: Rcable < 0.2 x RPhase

We recommend the following lead cross section of the motor cable:
stepper motor current

cable cross section

5A

0.75 mm2

10 A

1.00 mm2

15 A

1.50 mm2

MA 2126–A005 EN
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7 Mechanical Installation

WARNING – Serious injury from electric shock!
During electrical installation cables, connectors, etc. can be live.
- Before starting wiring, make sure that the power supply is connected
to the primary side of the mains supply.
- Do not plug or unplug the connectors while powered.
- If the equipment was energised, wait 3 minutes after power off to
allow the capacitors to discharge and ensure that there are no
residual charges on cables, connectors and boards.

Now you can start with the electrical installation.

23
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8 Electrical Installation

i

The MSD2+ power stage is also designed for operating in a 19“ sub rack.

8.1 Connectors - Overview
Connector

Numb
er of
poles

Connector at the
power stage

Mating
connector
Phoenix

Mating
connector
part number

Motor

1x5

Phoenix IC 2,5/4-G-5,08

FKIC 2,5 HC/ 5STF-5,08

10021738

I/O signal

1x25

D-SUB female

D-SUB male

02000732

Motor brake
“Brake”

1x3

Phoenix MSTBA 2,5/ 3G-5,08

MSTB 2,5/3-ST5,08

10021739

Supply voltage
“Mains”

1x3

Phoenix GMSTB 2,5/ 3GF-7,62

GMSTB 2,5/ 3STF-7,62

10021740

ServiceBus

1x6

Type Tyco Electronics 2- Harting
1761605-1/609-0607
connector
09 18 506 6803

10009897

The mating connectors are included in the scope of delivery of the power stage and are
usually plugged into the module ex works.

8.2 Mains connection
The switching power supply generates the internal motor voltage 120 VDC from 115 to 230
VAC mains.

Fig. 6: 3-pole mains connector with screw connection
MA 2126–A005 EN
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8.3 Motor Connection

Fig. 7: 5-pole motor connector with PE screw connection

The following chapter describes how to wire different types of two-phase stepper motors.
The stepper motor power stages may be connected to stepper motors with 1.1 to 15.4
Apeak phase current.
The stepper motor winding resistance should be less than 10 ohm for full power.
The winding inductance of one phase should not be lower than 0.5 mH.
Stepper motors with eight leads can be connected with the windings wired in parallel (1) or
series (2).
For 6-lead stepper motors, wiring scheme (3) with series windings is recommended.
If wiring scheme (3) cannot be used because of the motor construction, the motor may be
operated with only two of the four windings energised according to wiring scheme (5).

Damage of the power stage!
5-lead stepper motors must not be connected to the MSD2+.
Both 5-lead stepper motor and MSD2+ might be damaged.

25
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8.3.1

Wiring Schemes

Fig. 8: Connection diagrams for 4, (6) and 8 lead stepper motors
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8.3.2 Motor time constant 
=

L
applies to the electric motor time constant 
R

The total inductance Ltotal is equal to the winding inductance in a parallel circuit,
because of interlinked inductances.
Ltotal= 4 x L applies to a series circuit.
The result is an equal motor time constant for a serial and a parallel circuit:
Circuit

series

parallel

Resistance Rtotal

2xR

R
2

Inductance Ltotal

4xL

L

Motor time constant 

series 

4xL 2 x L

2xR
R

27

τparallel =

L
2 x L

R/2
R
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8.4 IO-Signal Connector

Fig. 9: 25-pole IO connector- DSUB female

i

IMPORTANT
Only use shielded cables, please.
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8.5 Option Rotary Switch Mode „KS“
8.5.1 Rotary Switches for Motor Current (IRun and IStop)

Rotary switches run and stop current ((IRun and IStop)
Switch
position

Phase current in Ar.m.s.

0

2.4

1

2.8

2

3.2

3

3.6

4

4.0

5

4.4

6

4.8

7

5.2

8

5.6

9

6.0

A

6.4

B

6.8

C

7.2

D

7.6

E

8.0

F

8.4

Factory settings: run current: F / stop current: 3

 The stop current is normally set to 40 to 50 % of the run current, to keep the motor
temperature as low as possible.
 The table values refer to current values, if both motor phases are activated. The
current in one phase is calculated as: table value x 2
 Maximum run current/stop current : 8.4 A x 2 x 1.3 = 15.4 A

i

If step resolution or current shaping are changed during power-on, the switch
position of the MSD2+ is only taken in basic position.
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8.5.2 Step Resolution and Current Shaping Rotary Switch
The rotary switch below the DIP switches is used to set the phase current profile.
Step resolution and current shaping rotary switch
Switch
position
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A
B
C
D
E
F

Current shaping
Full step
Half step
with DMA
with CS
Ministep
sinusoidal
1/4 with CS
Ministep
sinusoidal
1/5 with CS
Ministep
sinusoidal
1/10 with CS
Ministep
sinusoidal
1/20 with CS
Half step
with DMA
without CS
Ministep
sinusoidal
1/4 without CS
Ministep
sinusoidal
1/5 without CS
Ministep
sinusoidal
1/10 without CS
Ministep
sinusoidal
1/20 without CS
Ministep
sinusoidal
1/4 with CS and BLOW UP
Ministep
sinusoidal
1/5 with CS and BLOW UP
Ministep
sinusoidal
1/10 with CS and BLOW UP
Ministep
sinusoidal
1/20 with CS and BLOW UP
Half step
conventional
DMA= Torque compensation
CS= Current Shaping
BLOW UP= Optimisation of the current shaping
Factory setting

The optimum current shaping should be determined, in each case, by testing various
adjustments.

8.5.3 DIP Switches
The DIP Switches are located behind the front panel beneath the rotary switches for
changing the operating modes.
DIP switch

Function

Position Meaning

1 Overdrive

ON

Overdrive activated

2 Boost

ON

Boost activated

3 Activation

ON

Motor activation on

4 Pref. motor direction

ON

Reversal of the preferential motor direction

Factory settings: 1:ON, 2:OFF, 3:ON, 4:OFF
MA 2126–A005 EN
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8.6 Option „SB“ ServiceBus Mode
8.6.1

ServiceBus Connector

The MSD2+ power stage is activated in ServiceBus mode and can be parameterised by
connecting it to the 6-pole ServiceBus connector.

Fig. 10: ServiceBus connector, type Tyco Electronics 2-1761605-1/609-0607

8.6.2 Rotary Switch
The rotary switch “Addr.“ on the front panel is used to set the device address.

Fig. 11: 16-step rotary switch: setting 0...F

i

IMPORTANT
Each address may only be assigned once!
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8.6.3 Connection
The connection of the MSD2+ power stage acc. to RS 485 (4-wire operation):
A direct connection to the MSD2+ from is made via USB/RS 485 converter:

Fig. 12: Connection PC  MSD2+ point-to-point operation via USB connection

i

IMPORTANT
When using the USB interface, the corresponding USB drivers must be installed on
the PC, which can be downloaded from the Phytron website (www.phytron.de),.
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8.7 Brake Control

Fig. 13: ”Brake” connector (motor brake)

The supply voltage for a motor brake mounted on the stepper motor must be applied
externally to the “Brake” connector (max. 24 VDC). The motor brake must not load the input
with more than 1 A. The motor brake is also connected to the “Brake” connector. If the
input at the “I/O signal connector” Brake is active, the brake is energised.

i

IMPORTANT
The motor brake is not energised, if the inputs RESET or DEACTIVATION or
the output ERROR is activated.
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9 Putting into Service
Please follow the described order when you put into service the MSD2+:
1. Connect the MSD2+ acc. to protective measure in chap. 5.
2. All connectors and screw terminals must only be connected or removed when the
module is disconnected from the mains.
3. If you have the MSD2+ option ServiceBus ("SB") in front of you, continue with step 8.
4. MSD2+ option rotary switch mode („KS“): The table in chap. 8.5 and Fehler!
Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. is available for setting the rotary
switches.
5. Set the IRun rotary switch to the required run current. The phase current should not
exceed the maximum permissible current of the motor.
6. The stop current is set at the IStop rotary switch. As a rule, the following setting is
recommended: Stop current = 50 % of the run current.
7. Set the desired step resolution and preferred direction of rotation at the „Step“ rotary
switch. Continue with step 10.
8. MSD2+ option ServiceBus mode („SB“): Download drivers and software from the
Phytron website (https://www.phytron.eu/support/downloads/software-download/).
9. Install the communication software ServiceBus-CommTM and start the program after
successful installation.
10. Connect the input signals to the control pulses and direction inputs.
11. Check that the mains voltage corresponds to the specifications on the type plate of the
MSD2+ before the power stage is switched on.
12. Connect the supply voltage to the 3-pole Phoenix connector „Mains“ (see chap.Fehler!
Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.).
13. Switch on the mains voltage.
14. Start up.

WARNING – Risk of damage due to incorrect motor current setting.
The motor gets too hot!
- Deactivate the Boost function if it is aktivated continuously.
- Adjust the motor current setting to the motor type (see motor’s data).

DANGER - Danger of electric arcing!
During electrical installation the cable, connector or similar may be energised.
- Always switch off the supply voltage before connecting or disconnecting any
wires or connectors at the power stage. Do not unplug the connector while
powered
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i

If the motor stops during acceleration, reduce the acceleration and/or maximum
frequency values. This problem may also be caused by incorrect programming of
the motor’s rated current.

i

If the power stage does not return to the stop current, when the motor is at a
standstill, this is probably caused by the Boost input activation. In this case, the
motor is always supplied with the set Boost current. Deactivate the Boost input.

i

If the motor has high resonance effects, the following measures may be
considered:
- select a higher step resolution
- modify the frequency
- modify the acceleration
- reduce the motor current
Resonances increasingly occur in full-step mode.

i

If the motor does not position correctly, there can be disturbances received on
the control pulse input. Check also for excessive acceleration and deceleration
values.
Too fast deceleration causes the motor causes the motor to be mis-positioned by
a multiple of 4 full steps (desynchronisation).
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When MSD2+ power stage is controlled by a phyMOTIONTM controller, read the manual for
basic commissioning information before putting-into-service:
Further Manual
This manual is in addition to the following main manual:
“phyMOTIONTM Modular Multi-axis Controller for Stepper Motors”
- First, read the main manual and then continue with this manual.

The MSD2+ power stage settings with the ServiceBus-CommTM communication software
are explained in the following manual:
Further Manual
This manual is in addition to the following main manual:
“ServiceBus-CommTM Communication Software for Stepper Motor Power
Stages with ServiceBus”
- First, read the main manual and then continue with this manual.

i

CAUTION – Possible damage!
The power stage is delivered with the factory settings. So e.g., the motor
current must be set to the corresponding value (see the motor data from
the motor manufacturer). Connected components like motors can be
damaged by incorrectly set values.
- Please check if the parameters are correct before starting.
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9.1 Diagnosis via LED Display
9.1.1 Option „SB“ and „KS“
These LEDs indicate the status of the power stage by means of colours:

LED

left

right

green

supply voltage OK

ready for operation

orange

motor is running / input
signal is applied to „control
pulses“

–

red

–

error

off

no mains voltage
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9.1.2 Option „KS“
These LEDs indicate the status and error of the MSD2+ power stage by colours:

LED

shines

Meaning

Basic position
(Zero Signal)

green

The output signal Basic position is
generated.

Overload

red

Overload error in the MSD2+: A shortcircuit over or between the motor phases
or towards GND or +UB has occurred.

Supply Failure

red

Supply voltage < 40 V or > 160 V

> 85 °C
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red



The supply voltage at the internal load
capacitor has dropped under 40 V.



An electronic current limitation or a not
adequate smoothing of the DC voltage
can be the reason for a short time
break of the supply voltage.



The rotatory energy is supplied back
as electric energy to the power stage.
Overvoltage in the internal load
capacitor will be the result. The error
message “overload” can be caused by
operation with maximum power supply
(120 V), by motor mass inertia
(> 1.3 x 10-4 kgm2) and high speed
(> 20 rev/s).

The temperature at the heat sink of the
transistors is too high (> 85° C). The
power stage is powered off.
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10 Configuration in the ServiceBus (RS485-4-wire)
The operating parameters in the MSD2+ can be set by the RS 485 serial bus connection
(ServiceBus).
The instruction set and more information about the ServiceBus see chap.10.2.

10.1 Bus Connection
A well-defined protocol should be followed to assure a safe data exchange:
Asynchronous transmission, 8 bits/byte, 1 stop bit, 1 parity bit
Transmission rate: 57600 Baud
Permanent telegram format:
<STX> <address_H><address_L> <instruction> <value> : <csh> <csl> < ETX>
<STX>

Start-of-text character, 02H

<address_H>

High-order byte of the power stage address 00H...0FH,
0D…15D; Admissible characters: 0…F

<address_L>

Low-order byte of the power stage address 00H...0FH,
0D…15D; Admissible characters: 0…F

<instruction>

Instruction byte: A....Z

<value>

Data byte

:

Colon as separator, to distinguish between usable data
and checksum

<csh>

Upper byte of the 8 bit checksum value

<csl>

lower byte of the 8 bit checksum value

< ETX>

End-of-text character, 03H
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The checksum is defined by summing up all bytes, beginning with the address byte and
including the separator (:) in an exclusive-OR-operation ():
CS = address_H address_L  data byte 1  data byte 2 . . .  data byte n  separator
The checksum is calculated as one 8-bit binary value (00h to FFh). This byte is taken apart
in its upper and lower byte (nibbles). After the HEX values of the two nibbles have been
transferred to the corresponding two ASCII characters (0 to 9 instead of 0 H to 9H and
A to F instead of AH to FH, that means to each nibble 30H or rather 37H is mathematically
added), the checksum is written into the telegram.
The power stage also calculates (Exclusive OR) the checksum of the received data. The
telegram will be rejected if a difference to the received checksum is detected.
If there is no need to validate the contents of the telegram, the checksum monitoring can
be set off. Instead of the checksum bytes, two X characters will be accepted by the power
stage. As well, telegrams without checksum and also without : (separator) will be
accepted, e.g.:

Example:

<STX>|

1 | R | 4 | 0 | : | X | X |<ETX> or

Example:

<STX>|

1 | R | 4 | 0 |<ETX>

10.2 Power Stage Parameterising
10.3 Operating Parameters
The operating parameters are stored in a permanent memory of the power stage.
In the following table the operating parameters are defined with
W for write,
R for read and
X for execute.
For current values reading or writing is applied:
Integer value x 1/100 = valid current or voltage value
Example:
480 x 1/100 = 4.8 (Ar.m.s)
The MSD2+ instruction set mostly consists of one-byte-instructions, this means, that from
the second byte the data for the instruction will follow.
The instructions for additional parameters with instruction code P are two-byte instructions.
The data will begin on the third byte in these instructions.
By L or U input after the instruction code the maximum permissible instruction limits, by I
input after the instruction code the function of the instruction are displayed. By S and E
scale and unit (Einheit) of current and time values can be read.
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The following table gives an overview:
Additional
input to the
instruction
code

Function

Example Description

Answer

I

Information about the
instruction

FI

Information about
the instruction F

f‚R/– MSD2+
status’

U

Upper limit of the
number range

SU

Stop current:
highest value

S63

L

Lower limit of the
number range

RL

Run current:
lowest value

r1

S

Scale of current or
temperature values:
1=1:1
10=1:10
100=1:100

SS

Read scale value s100
of the stop current

E

Unit of current- and
time values:

SE

Read unit of the
stop current

eA

Read the preset value

R?

Display run
current: 2.5 A

r25

Set the value

S50

Stop current
0.5 A

s5

A, mA, ms, s
?

<Wert>

Important:


If the instruction input values are faulty, the actual preset value will be the answer.



If an instruction code is entered which is not implemented, the instruction code is
answered by a minuscule with –character.
Example: Enter K  Answer: k–
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Instruction Parameter
code
name

Type Value

Description

Default
values

A

Boost

R/W

0 to 1100

Boost current value
from 0 to 11 Ar.m.s.

0

B

Software
version

R

<String>

Read power stage software
version

–

BF

FPGA
version

R

<String>

Read version of the FPGA

–

C

Reset

X

–

Power stage reset

–

E

Delete
EPROM

X

–

Delete user’s parameters in
the EPROM

–

F

MSD2+
status

R

Read the MSD2+ status (0001 to FFFF)
Hex.

Dec.+)

0001
0002

1
2

0003
3
0008
8
0020
32
2000 8192
4000 16384

–

Va- Description
lency
0 Error under-/overvoltage
1 Error overtemperature
1
3
5
13
15

Error short circuit
Power stage is deactivated
Basic position
Boost is activated
Motor Is running

G

Pref.
direction

R/W

0 or 1

1=preferential direction
0=contrary to pref. direction

0

M

Step width

R/W

0 to 4

0= 1/1
1= 1/2
2= 1/4
3= 1/10
4= 1/20
step

3

PN

Axis name

R/W

<String>

Assign or read an axis name –
(max. 40 characters) into the
EPROM



Status can be read as dec. or hex. number. See chap. 10.2
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Instruction Parameter
code
name

Type Value

Description

Default
values

Q

Error
inquiry

R

0 to 3

0=no error
1=undervoltage/overvoltage
2=overtemperature
3=overcurrent
4=deactivated

–

R

Run current R/W

0 to 1100

Run current value from 0 to
11 Ar.m.s.

0

S

Stop
current

R/W

0 to 1100

Stop current value from 0 to
11 Ar.m.s.

0

U*)

Power
stage
deactivatio
n

R/W

0 or 1

0 = activated
1 = de activated

1

W

Write
EPROM

X

–

Z

Motor test

X

+ or –

Write parameter into EPROM –

Self-test: one motor rotation
with preset run current

–

10.4 Examples
Instruction code Action

Answer

A?
A400

Read Boost current
Set Boost current to 4.0 Ar.m.s.

e.g. a500 (= 5.0 Ar.m.s.)
a400

B?

Read MSD2+ software version

b<String> (e.g.
bMSD2+V1.0)

BF?

Read version of the FPGA

bf<String> (e.g.
bfMSD2+V1.0)

C

Reset power stage

c1

E

Delete EPROM

e1

*)

Note: In ServiceBus mode, the power stage can only be activated with U=0 if it has not yet been activated
by a signal at the Activation input (connector X3).
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Instruction code Action

Answer

F?
FH?

Read MSD2+ status in decimal mode
Read MSD2+ status in hexadecimal
mode

e.g. f1
e.g. f01
(= Error Undervoltage/
overvoltage)

G?
G1 or G0

Read preferential direction
Set preferential direction

g0 or g1
g1 or g0

M0...M12
M?

Set step width
Read step width

m0...m12
m0...m12

PN?
PNAxis7
PN/

Read the axis name
Store the axis name
Delete the axis name

pn<String> (e.g. Axis4)
pnAxis7
pn0

Q?

Error inquiry

q0...q3

R?
R450

Read run current
Set run current to 4.5 Ar.m.s.

e.g. r480 (=4.8 Ar.m.s.)
r450

S?
S270

Read stop current
Set stop current to 2.7 Ar.m.s.

e.g. s180 (=1.8 Ar.m.s.)
s270

U?
U0 or U1

Read deactivation of the power stage
Set deactivation of the power stage

e.g. u0 or u1
u0 or u1

W

Write EPROM

w1

Z+, Z-

Do the motor self-test

z1



Note: pn0 also comes in response to PN? if no name is stored.
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11 Functions
Push-pull controlling via RS422 assures best noise suppression, because always a current
is flowing. Especially with long cables, this type of controlling should be preferred.
The differential voltage between the input and the negated input must be greater than
2.5 V in order to activate the input safely.

Fig. 14: Push-pull control

Alternatively, a controlling via open-collector is possible:

Fig. 15: Open Collector control
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Permissible supply voltage: 2.5 to 5 V
At supply voltages> 5 V, the opto-current must be limited to approx. 10 mA by means of a
series resistor RV.
U

Rv

5V

–

12 V

620 

24 V

1.8 k

11.1.1 Control Pulses Input
Maximum control pulses frequency: 500 kHz,

Minimum pulse width: 1 s

A negative control pulse of 1 µs causes a motor step. The step is done with the falling
flank of the control pulse and the current is changed from run to stop current. If the time
between two control pulses is more than 40 ms, the stop current is activated.
The control pulse sequence must not suddenly start or stop, if the control pulse frequency
is higher than the start/stop frequency*) of the motor. Mispositioning of the drive would be
the result.
*) The start/stop frequency is defined as that frequency, from which a stepper motor can start from
standstill without losing a step. Typical values for the start/stop frequency are 200 to 2000 Hz. The
exact value depends on the load torque and the load inertia of the motor shaft.

If the motor is to be operated above the start/stop frequency range, the indexer has to
generate frequency ramps to accelerate and decelerate the motor.
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11.1.2 Motor Direction Input
This signal sets the direction of the motor.
If the input optocoupler is not energised, the motor rotates in the preferential direction. If
the input optocoupler is powered, the selected motor direction is reversed.
The signal must only be modified when the motor is at a standstill or turns with the
frequency within the start/stop frequency.
Changing the motor direction when the motor is running will cause step losses and/or stop
the motor.

i

IMPORTANT
The signal must be constantly active 1 μs after the falling flank of the control
pulses signal (see fig.15).

.

Fig. 16: Control pulses setting of MSD2+

The preferential motor direction is set relating to the logic level by the ServiceBus.
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11.1.3 Boost Input
If the optocoupler is energised, the MSD2+ increases the run and stop current by the value
programmed in the ServiceBus.
This allows the motor to switch to boost current during the acceleration or deceleration
phase and thus achieve a higher torque.
As long as the boost input is activated, the higher current always flows.
This also applies if the power stage has switched to stop current.
In the rotary switch mode, the boost function can also be permanently switched on via the
BOOST DIP switch. See also Appendix A2.
In ServiceBus mode, the boost current has the value programmed by the user
(from 0 to 11 Ar.m.s.).

11.1.4 Deactivation Input
If the input is activated, the motor current is switched off.
This input (pin 4/17) is useful, for instance, during maintenance operations to switch the
power stage off, without having to disconnect it physically from the mains. It is possible
now to rotate the motor by hand slowly.

WARNING!

The Deactivation input is not in conformance with the professional emergency
stop circuit requirements.

The Deactivation input may also be used to avoid the inevitable electrical noise emissions
of the power stage, e.g. if you have to perform sensitive electrical measurements in the
environment of the device.
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11.1.5 Reset Input
If current flows through the optocoupler (connect input), the power stage is set to a defined
initial state, i.e. all error messages and the ring counter are reset.
Then, the ring counter is in basic position. Both motor phases are energised by the same
current value in basic position independent of the step resolution.
.

Fig. 17: Motor phases in basic position (half step)

After activation of the reset signal, the power stage will enable the ready signal
approximately 500 ms later.
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11.2 Outputs
Open-Collector-Darlington outputs insulated by means of optocoupler
Imax = 50 mA, Umax = 24 V, UCE sat at 50 mA < 0.3 V

Fig. 18: Output wiring diagram

If inductive loads (e.g. a relay, motor brake) are connected, a protective diode must be
mounted.

11.2.1 Error Output
If the following limit values are exceeded or not reached, the "Error" output is switched. At
the same time, the drive is deactivated:

Limit values
Motor current

Heat sink temperature

MA 2126–A005 EN

Error message is displayed in the
ServiceBus:
>25 A

Overload (lights up e.g. in case of short
circuit in the motor or excessive
deceleration in the braking phase)

> 85 °C

Overtemperature (the module must be
given sufficient time to cool down)
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11.2.2 Ready Output
The "Ready" output is activated when the MSD2+ power stage is ready to operate. For
that, the power stage must be activated, i.e.: no signal on the "Deactivation" input.

i

IMPORTANT
After suppression of the Reset signal, a time lapse of approx. 500 ms is
necessary before the power stage delivers the "Ready" signal again.
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12 Service
In the case of a service order, identify the problem and document the error screen.
Feel free to ask our support team for help. We are pleased to assist you: tel. 0049-8142503252 (local rate).

13 Warranty, Disclaimer and Registered Trademarks
13.1 Disclaimer
Phytron GmbH has verified the contents of the manual to match with the hardware and
software. However, errors and omissions are exempt and Phytron GmbH assumes no
responsibility for complete compliance. The information contained in this publication is
reviewed regularly and any necessary corrections are included in subsequent editions.

13.2 Warranty
The MSD2+ is subject to legal warranty. Phytron will repair or exchange devices which
show a failure due to defects in material or caused by the production process. This
warranty does not include damage caused by the customer, for example, not intended
use, unauthorized modifications, incorrect handling or wiring.

13.3 Registered Trademarks
In this manual several trademarks are used which are no longer explicitly marked as
trademarks within the text. The lack of these signs may not be used to draw the conclusion
that these products are free from third parties' rights. For example, some product names
used herein are:


ServiceBus-CommTM is a trademark of Phytron GmbH.



Microsoft is a registered trade mark and Windows® is a trade mark of the Microsoft
Corporation in the USA and other countries.
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14 Technical Details
A stepper motor can be used with different step resolutions, which are described in the first
part of this chapter. The functions Boost, Current Shaping CS and Current Optimisation
BLOW UP you will find in the second part.

14.1 FULL STEP / HALF STEP / MINISTEP
FULL STEP
The FULL STEP mode is the operating mode in which a 200-step motor, for example,
drives 200 steps per revolution. In the full step mode, both stepper motor phases are
permanently energised.

Fig. 19: Phase current curves
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HALF STEP
The motor step resolution can be electronically multiplied by 2 by alternately energising the
stepper motor’s phases 1, 1+2, 2 etc. This is the HALF STEP mode. The torque, however,
is reduced in the half step mode, compared to the full step mode.
To compensate this lack of torque, the operating mode HALF STEP MODE WITH
TORQUE COMPENSATION was developed: the current is increased by 2 in the active
phase. Compared to the full step mode, the torque delivered is almost the same. Most of
the resonance is suppressed.
The following diagram shows extent and direction of the holding torques of a 4-step motor
during one revolution without and with torque compensation. In the full step position two
phases, in the half step position only one phase is energised. The total moment is the
result of super positioning both phase moments.
The moment in the full step mode, MFS, as compared to the moment in the half-step mode,
MHS is: MFS = MHS  2
This means, when a single phase is energised, the current must be increased by a 2
factor to obtain an identical torque.

Fig. 20: Holding torques without/with torque compensation
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MINISTEP
The MSD2+ power stage increases the step resolution by a factor 2, 4, 5, 10 or 20 of a full
step – MINISTEP MODE.
Various advantages are obtained by the MINISTEP MODE:


The torque undulation drops when the number of ministeps is increased.



Resonance and overshoot phenomena are greatly reduced; the motor operation is
almost resonance-free.



The motor noise also drops when the number of ministeps is increased

Fig. 21: Ministep 1/10 of a full step
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14.2 Boost
The motor torque required during acceleration and deceleration is higher than that
required during continuous motor operation (fmax). For fast acceleration and deceleration
settings, (steep ramps), the motor current is too high during continuous operation and
results in motor overheating. However, a lower phase current results in too flat
acceleration and deceleration ramps.
Therefore, different phase currents should be used:


Continuous operation: run current



During acceleration and deceleration: Boost current

The Boost signal is activated either by the Boost input or by ServiceBus.

Fig. 22: Boost
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14.3 Current Shaping CS
Current Shaping (CS) is a circuitry method for delivering a true phase current which
corresponds for a wide range of frequencies to a selected current shaping (CS= 4
quadrant current regulation).
If the stepper motor is driven without CS, the true current differs from the specified current,
even in the lower speed frequencies.
The 1/20 sine wave mode results in a current deviation as shown in fig. 22, for average
speed:

Fig. 23: Current Shaping CS

These typical deformations can be observed for all types of curves. They are caused by
the stepper motor inductance and the generator feedback, which increases with the motor
speed.
The resulting ‚current queue’ makes precise current regulation possible Current Shaping
(CS= 4 quadrant current regulation), only. The amplitude of the ‚current queue’ varies
strongly during one revolution and may provoke a motor resonance effect, which causes
step losses or desynchronisation of the motor.
If the CS function is activated, the ‚current queue’ disappears and the resulting current is
close to the ideal shape.
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14.4 Optimisation of the Current Shape - BLOW UP
For an ideal stepper motor, the holding torque is a true sine wave. In practice, the torque
curve more or less differs from this ideal shape.
Therefore, the MSD2+ offers the possibility to select a current shaping as shown below. In
function of the motor used, it is possible to increase the motor performance during run and
acceleration.

Fig. 24: Optimisation of the current shape BLOW UP

The optimum current shape must be determined by a test of the complete system:
control unit, motor, load.
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14.5 Current Delay Time
After the last control pulses, the stop current is activated after a waiting time. The waiting
time after the last control pulse until change to stop current is called current delay time.
We recommend to specify tDelay so that the motor’s oscillations are dying out after the last
motor step and mispositioning is avoided.
The current delay time is set to 40 ms.

Automatic change from run to stop current:
The ratio between both phase currents remains equal in the respective current feed
pattern. Changing from run to stop current is synchronously for both motor phases.
In the following figure the next motor step follows after every falling control pulse edge:

Fig. 25: Decrease to stop current after the last control pulse (full step)

Decreasing to stop current takes the following advantages:


Motor and power stage heating is reduced.



EMC is improved because of smaller current values
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